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Ben Wolfe <ben@openmrs.org> Wed, Jun 30, 2010 at 1:34 PM
To: Burke Mamlin <bmamlin@regenstrief.org>
Cc: Paul Biondich <paul@reachpaul.com>, Darius Jazayeri <djazayeri@pih.org>, hamish@medg.csail.mit.edu,
Michael Downey <michael@openmrs.org>

As Michael informed me today, we have 2 days to come up with a creative "first ticket" for openmrs.  If we
leave it alone, TRUNK-1 in jira will become some random "can't search for patients in 1.7" bug (or hopefully
something less drastic)

As an example, see Ubuntu's first ticket, "Microsoft has a majority market share": https://bugs.launchpad.net/
ubuntu/+bug/1

I vote we have a similar "EMR market dominated by expensive software" or "Lack of quality software available
for healthcare institutions"

or "Worldwide harmonization of concepts, processes, and definitions needed" :-)

of course it can be something that is closed eventually and be "Finish OpenMRS 2.0"

Ben

Michael Downey <michael@openmrs.org> Thu, Jul 1, 2010 at 8:41 AM
To: Ben Wolfe <ben@openmrs.org>
Cc: Elliott Williams <elliott@openmrs.org>

How about something like "health care uses too much paper"?
[Quoted text hidden]

Ben Wolfe <ben@openmrs.org> Thu, Jul 1, 2010 at 8:46 AM
To: Michael Downey <michael@openmrs.org>
Cc: Elliott Williams <elliott@openmrs.org>

Haha, or "Limited number of trees in the world to make paper"...

On 07/01/2010 08:41 AM, Michael Downey wrote:
How about something like "health care uses too much paper"?

On Wed, Jun 30, 2010 at 1:34 PM, Ben Wolfe <ben@openmrs.org
<mailto:ben@openmrs.org>> wrote:
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   As Michael informed me today, we have 2 days to come up with a
   creative "first ticket" for openmrs.  If we leave it alone, TRUNK-1
   in jira will become some random "can't search for patients in 1.7"
   bug (or hopefully something less drastic)

   As an example, see Ubuntu's first ticket, "Microsoft has a majority
   market share": https://bugs.launchpad.net/ubuntu/+bug/1

   I vote we have a similar "EMR market dominated by expensive
   software" or "Lack of quality software available for healthcare
   institutions"

   or "Worldwide harmonization of concepts, processes, and definitions
   needed" :-)

   of course it can be something that is closed eventually and be
   "Finish OpenMRS 2.0"

   Ben

Michael Downey <michael@openmrs.org> Thu, Jul 1, 2010 at 8:48 AM
To: Ben Wolfe <ben@openmrs.org>
Cc: Elliott Williams <elliott@openmrs.org>

I think the limited number of trees would be a good justification of the bug ...
[Quoted text hidden]

Elliott Williams <elliott@openmrs.org> Thu, Jul 1, 2010 at 8:58 AM
To: Michael Downey <michael@openmrs.org>

This is genius.
[Quoted text hidden]
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